
The uma quality refill -
rather writing, better to promote



The uma refills – the core of the 
uma quality writing instruments 

The uma quality refills – the heart of every uma writing instrument and also one of the most important reasons for sustain-
ably successful advertising messages.

uma stands for long-lasting enjoyment of writing and for refills that don’t run out of breath so quickly. For this reason we 
attach the greatest importance to the highest quality – and we make no compromises here.

Thanks to the use of German paste and compliance of ISO standards the uma refills promises writing comfort all along the 
way. Each handwriting is characterised by its individual font off. Similarly we hold it also with the uma refills. According to 
your wishes you will find in our extensive refill assortment the best refill technology for the most different writing charac-
teristics and our various material and model variants. But completely whether with ballpoint pen refill, rollerball refill or 
cart-ridge roller system – write with an uma refill – you can be sure of quality all along the line.



15,00€/100 Stk/pc1,2 mm3.500 m blue, black

uma Tech® – our proven quality refill 
 
Our uma Tech® refills have long been considered a proven choice when it comes to high-quality and 
long-lasting writing. They are characterized by a deep and consistently expressive typeface –  
quality you can rely on.  
 
The uma Tech® refill – the perfect combination of technology and writing pleasure.

8-0857 / 8-0858 uma Tech® Refill 1.2

European plastic large capacity refill with white or black plastic tube, new silver writing tip and tungsten car-
bide ball (1.2 mm). Writing capacity: approx. 3,500 m. German writing paste according to ISO standard. uma 
Tech Refill 1.2 can be used in all uma writing instruments and promises pure writing pleasure. 



13,00€/100 Stk/pc

15,00€/100 Stk/pc0,8 mm4.000 m

1,0 mm4.000 m

blue, back

blue, back

8-0851 / 8-0852 uma Tech® Refill 0.8

European plastic large capacity refill with white or black plastic tube, new silver writing tip and tungsten car-
bide ball (0.8 mm). Writing capacity: approx. 4,000 m. German writing paste according to ISO standard. The 
uma Tech Refill 0.8 can be used in all uma writing instruments and is especially optimized for fine strokes.

8-0855 / 8-0856 uma Tech® Refill 1.0

European plastic large capacity refill with white or black plastic tube, new silver writing tip and tungsten car-
bide ball (1.0 mm). Writing capacity: approx. 4,000 m. German writing paste according to ISO standard. The 
uma Tech Refill 1.0 conveys a pleasant and soft writing feeling.



18,00€/100 Stk/pc1,0 mm1.200 m blue, black

8-0840 uma FlowMotion® Refill K1.0 

European plastic large capacity refill with white or black plastic tube, new silver writing tip and tungsten  
carbide ball (1.0 mm). Writing capacity: approx. 1,200 m. German writing paste according to ISO standard.  
The interplay of lead tip, lead ball and the perfectly composed writing paste create an unforgettable writing 
experience.

uma FlowMotion® – writes what it promises! 
 
With uma FlowMotion® we offer a refill that writes what it promises: The interplay of lead tip, lead ball and 
the perfectly composed writing paste create an unforgettable writing experience.  
Writing has never been more elegant: Glide gently over the paper and arouse pure emotions with your hand-
writing – uma FlowMotion®.



63,00€/100 Stk/pc1,2 mm4.000 m

8-0844 uma FlowMotion® Refill M1.2

European large-capacity metal refill with stainless steel tip and tungsten carbide ball (1.2 mm). Writing capa-
city approx. 4,000 m. German writing paste according to ISO standard. Made in Germany.

The interplay of lead tip, lead ball and the perfectly composed writing paste create an unforgettable writing 
experience.

blue, black



5,00€/100 Stk/pc1,0 mm2.000 m blue, black

8-0877 uma X-20 Refill

European X-20 plastic lead with white plastic tube, silver writing tip and tungsten carbide ball (1.0 mm).  
Writing capacity: approx. 2,000 m. German writing paste according to ISO standard.

X-20, Jumbo and Extra Class refills – perfectly adapted to your needs. 
 
The refill of a writing instrument does not only have to match its shape. Writing habits can also vary.  
uma offers you a wide range of possibilities: Besides the classic uma Tech® refill we offer with the uma X-20, 
Jumbo and Extra Class Refill further high-quality refills with writing lengths from 2,000 to 10,000 metres.



7,00€/100 Stk/pc1,0 mm2.500 m

8-0866 uma Jumbo Refill

European jumbo refill with white plastic tube, silver writing tip and tungsten carbide ball (1.0 mm).  
Writing capacity: approx. 2,500 m. German writing paste according to ISO standard.

blue, black

49,00€/100 Stk/pc1,0 mm10.000 m blue, black

8-0888 uma Extra Class Refill

European large-capacity metal refill with stainless steel writing tip and tungsten carbide ball (1.0 mm). 
Writing capacity: approx. 10,000 m. German writing pastes according to ISO standard. Made in Germany.



0,7 mm800 m 39,00€/100 Stk/pc

The uma rollerball refills – literally slide over the paper 
 
Rollerball mines are characterised by a particularly consistent and fluid typeface. The subjective feeling for 
writing is just as elegant: Rollerball refills give your personal handwriting a light and gentle touch. With the 
uma High Class rollerball refill you trust in a writing quality that can’ t be more comfortable.

8-0806 uma High Class Rollerball Refill

European rollerball refill with stainless steel writing tip and ceramic-carbide ball (0.7 mm). Writing capacity: 
approx. 800 m. German writing paste. Made in Germany. The uma rollerball lead does not dry out im-mediate-
ly even when the cap is removed. That is why we certify an extra long „cap-off“-time.

blue, black



7,00€/100 Stk/pc

uma cartridge roller system

8-0891 uma Tintenpatrone

uma cartridges for the uma cartridge roller system or  
for the fountain pens.

uma cartridge roller system 
 
The uma cartridge roller system is an innovative basis for novel rollerball writing instruments in premium quality. 
Thanks to its specifically developed wear-resistant ball tip, it excels in an unrivalled longevity and operates on the 
same principle as the fountain pen and can be refilled with standard ink cartridges. Thus, the TC ball tip (0.7 mm) 
can be reused again and again and will not be disposed of. This makes these writing instruments not only extre-
mely economical, but also very environmentally friendly.
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